Glycopeptide Nanoconjugates Based on Multilayer Self-Assembly as an Antitumor Vaccine.
Antitumor vaccine, which is promising for tumor therapy, has been extensively studied. Some encouraging results of chemically synthetic vaccine designs based on the tumor-associated antigen mucin 1 have been achieved. However, some shortcomings such as low efficiency and difficult purification restrict their clinical application. To overcome these difficulties, we designed a novel antitumor vaccine of glycopeptide nanoconjugates based on the multilayer self-assembly through the interaction of positive and negative charges. This vaccine formed the spherical structure and effectively activated the macrophage in vitro. Besides, it also induced high titer of antibodies against mucin 1 glycopeptide. The induced antibodies could highly bind to the tumor cells and effectively kill them by activation of the complement dependent cytotoxicity complex. This novel strategy provides a new way for the development of simple and effective antitumor vaccine.